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Abstract 

This thesis discusses the problem of handling personalized photographic images by using 
ontologies. The collection of pictures is large, while the content is divergent and with sparse 
annotation. We demonstrate how ontologies can be of assistance to the user in annotating 
and retrieving personalized photographic images upon user context. To demonstrate our 
approach, we developed a photo browser based on semantic web technologies using an 
image collection concerning wedding photos. This system offers an extensive annotation 
template and the same conceptualization is presented to assist image retrieval. 
 
Conclusions 

Through this thesis a template is presented to store image annotations. Separating static 
object information and personal terms towards these objects shows to be a useful and 
effective manner when dealing with personalization of photo labels. Special attention is 
needed to guarantee the consistency of the object data. 
Although semantic annotations require more time to prepare a descent description of the 
image content, in the end this effort has its benefits to the better accuracy obtained in image 
retrieval. 
In order to ease the annotation process again, a family ontology assists the user by 
identifying people within a family domain. Upon retrieval the ontology is used in a reasoning 
process to ease the images retrieval. The reasoning consists of the creation of additional 
relations between the image annotations, which are inferred from the existing relations and 
some designed reasoning rules. These reasoning rules infer a user profile and adapt image 
annotations to each user. 
Adding an upper ontology to an annotation schema would provide not only a structured 
hierarchy of concepts, but also much knowledge about each concept. Domain ontologies 
contain more knowledge among certain topics and enrich the upper ontology. But here, 
mapping ontologies involves some problems. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Digital cameras are a common feature in today’s society. Because they are relatively cheap, 
easy to use, and created pictures can easily be stored on hard disk, more and more images 
are taken nowadays. People store images to have a remembrance of the particular event. 
The estimate is about 800 pictures per family per year. Photos are exchanged and enjoyed 
electronically.  
With the increasing number of photos it becomes a problem how to store them, so that they 
can easily be retrieved later. If named at all, most of the time the photographic images are 
named along the event. Users do not spent time to think up a proper name. In the least case 
users name an image in a way so other people would know exactly what the content of that 
particular image is about. 
 
Automatic annotation tools are arising. However, the schemes these systems use might 
annotate images counter intuitively to the user, or possibly annotate photos without 
describing the essential details on the photo that are relevant to the user. For example, the 
system can automatically annotate an image by labeling it with the actual date and place-
information of picture taking. This is helpful to some extent. However, a user may recollect, 
and hence query, by the name of the occasion, such as “our summer holiday in Paris”. 
 
The remainder of this introductory chapter is organized as follows. First keyword-based 
retrieval of photographic image is described as this technique is nowadays mostly used. Next, 
technologies developed for the Semantic Web will be introduced as a new way to structure 
information about documents. Initiatives to annotate and retrieve photographic images by 
using ontologies are introduced, followed by a brief discussion about the usability of these 
ideas. The chapter ends with a formal problem definition. 

1.1 Image retrieval 
Nowadays two major approaches are typically used to retrieve photographic images from a 
large collection: content-based image retrieval (CBIR) and metadata-based image retrieval. In 
the CBIR [14] images are retrieved based on content characteristics, like color, shape, 
texture, etc. Metadata-based image retrieval makes use of content descriptions of the 
images. 
 
The architecture CBIR-systems consists of several layers that distinguish descriptions of 
image content. The lower layer describes properties like color, shape and texture. Images 
with objects are searched on a higher level, like persons or artifacts. At the top level, 
occasions are retrieved that could be named as ‘football’ or ‘birthday’. The PicSOM system 
describes a typically example of an image retrieval system based on CBIR [12]. 
 
Keyword-based query systems [4] provide a method to publish image collection online. 
Keyword indexes give structure to their content. Annotated photographic images are images 
that are accompanied by some metadata descriptions about the photo, such as keywords and 
attributes describing people, things, places, etc. The metadata allow discriminating one image 
from another in a compact way. Usually, the keywords are predefined in a schema, so that by 
selecting the keywords of interest the user can search for particular values to the different 
database fields, such as ‘creator’, ‘time’, or to the content descriptions including classifications 
and free text documentation. Boolean logic allows the user to formulate more complex 
queries. Keyword annotation and keyword-based information systems pose some problems 
[5], [13]. 
 
The precision and recall of keyword-based search methods is moderate because of many 
reasons. Successful retrieval of photographic images suffers from three general limitations 
[21]: 
 

• Morphological differences, like the difference between sister and sisters, causes 
problems. Lemmatization and word stemming can solve this problem [15]. 
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• Vocabulary differences, like the difference between car and automobile, can also 

raise difficulties. Lexical resources, such as thesauri, provide solutions to this problem 
[21]. 
 

• Semantic differences, like the similarity of Venus (planet) and Aphrodite (Roman 
goddess), is perhaps the most difficult problem that hinders successful retrieval. 
Here, some understanding, of how concepts in our daily world are relation to each 
other, is needed to solve this problem. 

 
Thesaurus-based keyword expansion can be used for photographic image retrieval. This 
technique is limited, because keywords expanded with synonyms only retrieve photographic 
images directly related to the original keyword. 
Besides this limitation, also a paradox could raise here. Keyword expansion may provide more 
precision when searching with a few keywords, rather than with the whole expansion of 
synonyms. Expanded keywords can raise the recall, but they cannot provide more precision 
to queries when their intended meaning is disambiguated to the original keywords. Keywords 
found in a document may not yield that this document is highly rated. Even if a document fits 
to the need of the user, its keywords might induce other meanings. 
 
Vocabulary differences are mainly caused by various personal terms people use to refer to 
objects. People pronounce objects according to their vocabulary and therefore people make 
different references to the same absolute values. Unique physical objects can be pronounced 
differently. For example, when annotating a girl on an image, person A prefers pumpkin while 
person B has ‘sister’ in his mind. In other words, a lot of different personal terms about one 
single specific object are possible. If one is not familiar with a chosen personal term of an 
object, then this would end up in confusion. What’s more, this hinders successful retrieval of 
the photographic image. 
 
Summarizing, keyword-based retrieval of photographic images is not easy to use. If the user 
has a proper description of the image he is looking for, then keyword-based image retrieval is 
very useful. It requires the user to know exactly what information he would like to retrieve. 
Secondly, the user may find it difficult to formulate the query when he searches for 
information in a more or less unknown domain. Finally, results of a query are based on the 
relevance of the entered keyword in the annotation of a photographic image. Therefore, the 
result set of images could contain some unknown relationship with each other. 

1.2 Semantic Web 
Photographic images can be stored and retrieved in a more efficient and effective manner by 
using a semantically meaningful description. Semantically meaningful can be described as the 
ability to index and search images based on the purpose and context of taking images. 
Therefore, ontologies [2] can be used to support annotation and search in image collections. 
The ontology feeds the annotation system by providing keyword suggestions or showing 
related annotations entered earlier. 
 
This general idea of using ontology to ease the process of annotating and retrieving images 
can be a helpful tool in addressing problems with regard to keyword-based image retrieval. 
On the Internet, the Word Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is standardizing a set of languages 
that provide the exchange of ontologies [11]. The set is collectively known as the Semantic 
Web [18]. One of its interesting features is that it supports an ontology to be built by 
including others from the Internet. OWL is the language for ontology exchange [11], of which 
the variant OWL-DL is based on Description Logics (DL) [16]. This logic foundation enables 
the use of standard (DL) reasoning services for inferring implicit statements from the given 
ontologies. 
 
Besides the annotation system also the retrieval system can deal with ontologies. Due to the 
concept of relations that ontologies support, also more complicated queries can be performed 
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such as “give me all pictures taken with a photo lens of 200mm”. One way in which the 
retrieving system can help the user, is by showing related photo categories based on the 
entered keyword. Here a problem arises, since similarly to naming photos, these categories 
can also be named differently while they intend to refer to the same class. By using 
ontologies lots of synonyms are provided along a particular name of a category. Users still 
mean the same category of photographic images when using another synonym. 
 
By using ontologies the retrieval of photographic images can go beyond the traditional 
keyword based search. Then the annotation of photographic images doesn’t contain any 
atomic keywords, but has more detailed structured descriptions that are linking with other 
resources in a semantic graph. The user can also express his queries more precisely and 
unambiguously. This leads to better precision and recall rates. Furthermore, with the use of 
ontological class definitions and inference mechanisms, such as property inheritance, 
instance-level metadata can be automatically enriched and used for determining implicit 
semantic relationships in the database. 
 
Research on the Semantic Web concentrates on creating ways to annotate data contained in 
text documents. In the view of the W3C, ontologies and ontology languages are the next step 
in this effort. 
According to the Computing Dictionary [20] an ontology can be defined as 
 

An explicit formal specification of how to represent the object, concepts and other 
entities that are assumed to exist in some area of interest and the relationship that 
hold among them. A set of agents that share the same ontology will be able to 
communicate about a domain of discourse without necessarily operating on a globally 
shared theory. 

 
The usage of ontologies resulted in the development of new languages for metadata 
representation like the W3C recommended Resource Description Language (RDF, 11]) the 
Web Ontology Language (OWL, [39]). The capabilities of these languages will be briefly 
described in the following paragraphs.  

1.2.1 RDF 

RDF is a language for representing metadata about resources. A resource is something 
identified by a URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) [19]. The language uses triples (subject, 
predicate, and object) to express relations among objects. A statement is an instantiated RDF 
triple, where subject is a resource, predicate is a property of the subject and object is a 
resource or a literal. Consider for example the next RDF fragment, where the namespace 
prefix ‘s’ has been defined in an XML namespace declaration. 
 
<rdf:Description rdf:ID=”De Nachtwacht”> 
  <s:PaintedBy> Rembrandt Harmenszoon Van Rijn </s:PaintedBy> 
</rdf:Description> 
 
This RDF statement specifies that ‘De Nachtwacht’ (subject) is ‘paintedby’ (predicate) 
‘Rembrandt Harmenszoon Van Rijn’ (object, a literal in this case). In this way, metadata can 
be represented as a collection of RDF triples. 
There are however some limitations to the expressive power of RDF, as only knowledge 
about a single instance, and not about a class of instances, can be expressed. It is for 
example impossible to express the general property that each painter is a human. RDF 
Schema (RDFS) is an extension to RDF that eliminates this problem by introducing classes 
and domain specific properties. In RDFS, a class can be declared as a subclass of another 
class. In the next example we declare the class ‘Painter’ to be a subclass of the class ‘Human’ 
and make Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn an instance of the class ‘Painter’. 
 
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID=”Human”> 
  <rdfs:subClassOf 
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rdf:resource=”http://www.w3c.org/../rdf-schema#Resource “/> 
</rdfs:Class> 
 
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID=”Painter”> 
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”#Human” /> 
</rdfs:Class> 
 
<rdfs:Description rdf:ID=”Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn”> 
  <rdf:type rdf:resource=”#Painter” /> 
   … 
</rdfs:Description> 
 
These examples use XML-style syntax for representation of the metadata. Apart from XML, 
so-called n-triples and directed labeled graphs can be used to define RDF(S) ontologies. 
Note, that in the second example “Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn” is an identifier of a 
resource. The first example could make use of this resource, and by that of the additional 
knowledge like Rembrandt being a “Painter” (and a “Human”), by declaring in the following 
way: 
 
<rdf:Description rdf:ID=”De Nachtwacht”> 
  <s:PaintedBy rdf:resource=”#Rembrandt Harmenszoon Van Rijn” /> 
</rdf:Description> 
 
The fact of being a painter could also be defined by an additional declaration that would set 
the range of s:PaintedBy to the class Painter. In case both declaration are present, the range 
declaration on PaintedBy and the type declaration on the resource “Rembrandt”, the 
semantics of RDFS is specified in such a way that an implementation can validate the two are 
consistent with each other, given the triple that “Nachtwacht paintedBy Rembrandt”. 

1.2.2 OWL 

The Web Ontology Language OWL is a semantic markup language for publishing and sharing 
ontologies on the Internet. OWL extends the vocabulary of RDFS and is derived from the 
DAML+ OIL [35] Web Ontology Language. Like RDFS, OWL a W3C Recommendation as of 10 
February 2004[11]. 
Compared to RDF Schema, OWL has a richer way to define concepts (classes) and 
relationships between concepts (e.q. symmetric property, transitive property, cardinality). 
Since OWL is on top of RDF, the exchange syntax of OWL is RDF: an OWL knowledge base 
can also be interpreted at the level of RDF triples. Standard OWL implementation supports 
reasoning about classes. For example, queries can ask whether classes are related with each 
other and whether a given set of items belongs to some class. 
A problem with OWL is that at the time of writing this thesis no query language and 
corresponding tools supporting such OWL-querying exist. In the case of RDFS, the W3C is 
developing a recommendation. Several proposals are existing, including RDQL [36] and RQL 
[37] and SeRQL[29]. 

1.3 Personalization of photo labels 
Nowadays people store photos with a given name and keywords. These photos are annotated 
in such a way they would easily be recognized upon retrieval. Personalization of photo labels 
sticks with naming objects on photos with keywords using mainly a vocabulary that people 
use daily in their own environment. People consider words referring to certain objects when 
they utilize their own vocabulary. This results in different personal terms while referring to 
same objects. For instance, one could pronounce his wife as love while another person names 
her Mrs. Smith. 
Ultimately in large repositories of photos, these annotations can obstruct successful retrieval 
while people use different queries to retrieve images and these keywords do not fully match 
with each other. Therefore, naming a person with love hinders other people to find the photo. 
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Previous inconvenience concerning the annotation of photographic images hinders efficient 
retrieval of photos. Study [5] has recently shown that there exist three issues in 
personalization of photo labels: 
 

1. Different references to same absolute values 

Users make different references to the same absolute values (unique physical objects, 
persons, locations, points in time): Kelly labels her photos with me, but of course, the 
others want the label to appear by their personal terms referencing to Kelly such as 
Kelly. 
 

2. References to the same absolute value change over time 

References to the same absolute values change over time: When Bud got Buck as a 
puppy, he did not give it a name right away and the photos are labeled puppy. When 
the puppy got bigger, it got called Buck and photos are labeled Buck and dog. 
 

3. Same references to different absolute values 

Users make the same reference to different absolute values: Peggy labels the photos 
of Christmas with Christmas. But of course each year it refers to a different date. 

 
These three issues share the fact that personalization of photo labels primary sticks with 
different indications towards objects on these photos. Here, the choices for certain personal 
terms towards objects dependents on the context in which these person are involved in. 
For instance, Raul works at an electronics shop and names a certain DVD-player as Philips 
DVD 630 DVD-player. Whenever Raul is at home, he calls his own DVD-player as my DVD-
player. This example shows that same objects can have several terms according to the 
context in which people are involved. Naming these objects is not only dependent to the 
context but also to people that refers to these objects. Rauls wife Hilde, for example, names 
the DVD-player at home as the Philips DVD-player. Both Raul as Hilde actually use different 
personal terms, but address in the meanwhile the same DVD-player. 

1.4 Problem description 
From the previous sections we summarize that proper annotation of photographic images is 
beneficial for successful retrieval of the images later on. The larger the collection, the more 
important this becomes. Detailed descriptions about the objects on the photos yield much 
more precision. But often these descriptions cause problems when retrieving photos while 
searching for some specific object. In a lot of cases these problems are raised by the different 
vocabulary people use to refer to objects. Photos may be annotated with keywords that give 
a wrong impression about the real content of that particular photo from the viewpoint of 
another person. 
 
We assume multiple, family related, people use the system. Each of them uses a different 
vocabulary. Next to personal choices of naming, there are also differences because of the 
different roles in the family, such as being a parent or a child. 
 
In the previous section we explored three issues from personalizing photo labels that cause 
misunderstandings upon retrieval. Next, we try to ease the navigation process of annotating 
and retrieving photos with the help of ontologies with respect to people’s personal terms 
regarding objects. More in particular, we will develop a photo browser containing a family 
ontology to help navigate users through a large collection of family photos. The family 
ontology represents a family tree that holds family members and their mutual relations. 
 
Summarizing, the aim of this thesis is to present an approach to the following problem:  
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“What role can ontologies play while annotating and retrieving personalized 
photographic images?" 

 
With this thesis we explore the idea to find a solution towards the personalization problems 
(stated in section 1.3) with assistance of ontologies. Finally, this thesis ends up with a 
discussion whether this approach would be an adequate way for future annotation and 
retrieval of personalized photographical images. This discussion tries to give a direction how 
ontologies could be of help to ease the annotation and retrieval of personalized 
photographical images. 

1.5 Outline of this thesis 
The organization of this thesis is as follows. In the next chapter a case study is introduced to 
outline the scope in which the photo browser will be is developed. Chapter 3 explains the 
several groups of information that play an important role in the photo browser. 
 
In chapter 4 a general overview of the architecture of the photo browser is presented, 
together with a description of each component of the photo browser. Also we explain how the 
annotation and retrieval process of images functions and how the knowledge reasoning can 
be of assistance to these processes. Finally, we evaluate the performance of the photo 
browser in chapter 5 and discuss more in general the role of ontologies for image indexing 
and retrieval. 
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Chapter 2: wedding case scenario 

A typical event where lots of people gather together is a wedding. Because of the family 
character of this event we choose to make this event as a case study for a prototype of our 
photo browser.  

2.1 Case description 
Some time ago Hilde and Raul Pesch got married. Today family members come to their house 
to see photos of their wedding to relive to great time they all had that day. Their family 
members are especially interested in photos of important moments during the wedding day. 
These moments include the old automobile in which the bride and groom traveled from place 
to place, the ceremony in the city hall and in the church, the reception that was visited by 
lots of friends and relatives, and of course the big party at the end of the memorable day. 
Besides this, each person is curious to see photos of him/herself together with the bride and 
groom. 
 
The large amount of photos, which were taken by different people during the whole day of 
the wedding, makes it difficult for Hilde and Raul to show these great moments. Both Hilde 
and Raul didn’t have enough time till this far to give each photo a proper annotation such 
that the content of each photo is known. Some photos were yet being annotated but with a 
name from which the content of the photo is only know by the person who shot and 
annotated the photo. Now, Hilde and Raul are a bit eager to show the photo of their wedding 
to the family members as they predict that this would take quite some time to find adequate 
photos to show. Here the photo browser is of great help. 

2.2 Photo retrieval 
During the whole day weddings typically deliver lots of photographic images with family 
members as well as friends and other well-known persons by the bride and groom. Whenever 
Hilde or Raul has time to annotate the photos of the wedding, they don’t have to think about 
how they would name objects on the photo. The annotation template gives them suggestions 
of which information is useful to annotate according to that specific picture. Besides this also 
personal terms of persons like ‘dad’ or ‘honey’ are just good enough to let the photo browser 
know the person that you have in mind. These features take care off a much faster and 
easier way to mention things that are to be seen on photos. 
 
Even the retrieval process of photos when family members ask for some photos about 
specific moments deals with these advantages. By just naming moments and accompanying 
persons in the retrieval template let the photo browser search through previously stored 
annotations for adequate photos. As a consequence, not the whole photo collection has to be 
consulted for only one photo with grandfather cutting the wedding cake. Just entering 
keywords in the retrieval template like grandfather, cut and wedding cake is enough to find 
these photos. 
 
Another main advantage of the photo browser is the fact that each person can now search 
through the whole photo collection with his own personal term towards objects as keywords 
in the template. Images show often one or more family members that have several names, 
like the bride. She can be named as me, bride, daughter, sister, her real name and other 
personal terms. Here the first problem, described in Chapter 1, arises, namely that of 
different references to the same absolute value’. To deal with this problem the photo browser 
looks at annotations about the same object that this person made previously. Each time Hilde 
looks at the annotation describing a photo of her, she is annotated as ‘me’. Raul annotated 
some photos previously and he annotated photo on which Hilde is to be seen with ‘honey’. 
The photo browser remembers from previous annotation on which Hilde annotated herself on 
photo, that she rather names herself as ‘me’. Next time when Hilde sees the photo that Raul 
already annotated, she sees herself annotated as ‘me’, and not ‘honey’. 
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Besides this feature the photo browser also uses a family ontology. The ontology describes 
general knowledge about family relations. The main advantage of this feature is that Hilde 
and Raul now can easily use keywords as father or grandmother to retrieve photos on which 
these persons can be seen, while each is resolved relative to the current user of the browser. 
Instead of searching for photos with their real names, this feature also makes it easier to 
retrieve adequate photos. 

2.3 Example study 
Hilde and Raul are planning to organize an event to show their family photos that were made 
during their wedding day. First Hilde and Raul spend some time importing wedding photos 
into the photo browser. They both annotated photos independent from each other whenever 
they had some time left. They do not know how the other annotated objects on the photos. 
For example, Hilde annotated the photos with her parents with mam & dad, while Raul 
labeled them with Tiny & Hans. Finally, once all photos were annotated Hilde and Raul asked 
all their family members to come over to their place and see the photos of their wedding. 
 
During the reception at the end of the ceremony in the church photos were taken from 
everybody that congratulated the bride and groom. Thereby all of them held a golden frame 
for a funny effect. Of course at the evening all family members are curious to see their photo. 
This evening Hilde uses the photo browser so she can easily search through the whole 
collection for these special photos. First she searches for the photo of her grandmother 
holding the frame. Hilde enters the keywords frame, grandmother and reception in the 
retrieval template at respectively the categories artifact, person and occasion. Here, she 
found exactly the desired photo in just a split second. Also, her father tried himself, asking for 
us with the kids. 
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Chapter 3: Concept to personalize photo labels 

In this chapter we present an approach to show the adequate names for objects on pictures 
according to the user’s vocabulary. We describe the different types of information that are 
involved while annotating and retrieving images. Next, we explain the role of each of these 
types of information during the two processes of annotating and retrieving images. Finally, a 
global architecture is presented together with an explanation of how the different types of 
information are used inside the prototype of the photo browser. 

3.1 Introduction 
People would like to describe lots of things that can be observed on photos. These things can 
include persons, animals, artifacts, events, locations, etc. Objects like persons, animals, 
furniture, etc, contain static information that never changes in any circumstances. Persons for 
instance can be characterized by their name, surname, date of birth, gender and nationality. 
Similarly, animals have properties like species, gender, life-stage, color features and owner. 
Finally, digital cameras possesses qualities like brand, construction type, build, color features, 
shape and owner represent artifacts. All properties of these objects have always same values 
that are independent to the situation they or these objects are involved in. 
 

 

Figure 3.1: different personal terms of people towards same object 

Contrary, people use personal terms to refer to objects that are not the same for everybody. 
As described in the previous chapters, personalizing photo labels often causes problems when 
different names are used to reference the same absolute values. Like the bride can have 
several personal terms by various people. Figure 3.1 shows different personal terms by 
various people about the same object, in this case Raul Pesch. 

3.2 Context-dependence 
Context plays an important role while annotating and retrieving images. From [26] context is 
defined as “the set of facts or circumstances that surround a situation or event”. 
 
In the wedding case scenario context facts or circumstances hold family relations (father, 
grandmother, uncle, etc), wedding context (bride, groom, witness and priest) and personal 
terms towards objects (love, pumpkin, Bruno, dog). This context influences persons in 
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naming objects while annotating images. Below, a table is shown that groups four 
information resources inside the photo browser according to their context dependence. 

Table 3.1: groups of information 

Context 
dependent 

 

Data Related 

Context 
independent 

Image 

annotations 

  
X 

Photo features   X 

Personal 

Terms 
X 

  

Relations   X  

 
Image annotations and photo features are fixed data that have same values for any person 
that annotates or views a certain photo. Context facts and circumstances have no influence in 
these two groups of information. Personal terms are context dependent as earlier mentioned. 
The fourth group, relations, denotes certain relations between persons and is dependent to 
the position of two persons inside a family tree. 
The following sections explain how context can influence these four groups of information. 

3.2.1 Image annotations 

Image annotations describe the contents of a photo. Objects, persons, animal, occasions, 
action, etc are labeled and stored in a way that they are useful for further use. Image 
annotations expose the bridal couple passing wedding rings on each hand, both family 
proposing during a photo shoot or grandfather smoking a cigar. These annotations never 
change under any circumstances. 

3.2.2 Photo features 

Photo features reveal the settings that were used while shooting the particular photo, for 
example time and data information, camera settings and resolution of the image. Here, digital 
cameras store this information as metadata inside the photo without the intervention of a 
single person. Obviously this kind of information is also independent to the context. 

3.2.3 Personal Terms 

People use personal terms to denote objects (persons, animals, natural objects and artifacts) 
on photos. These terms are not always the same as we earlier remarked, but are dependent 
on the situation people are involved in. See section 1.4 for an example in this domain. 
 
Besides using different terms to the same object, people are also referred by several personal 
terms. Dependent on the situation, one person can be named by several terms according to 
specific situations. The examples below try to clear up three situations in which people use 
different terms to catch the same person. 
 
Relationship Spouses call each other by pet names, parents and other family members 
have their own personal terms and people with no special relation towards the object 
normally pronounce the object by the official name. For example, Hilde Pesch calls Raul by 
love, the brother of Raul calls him by brother, and the mailman calls him by Raul Pesch. 
 
Profession People can also be named according to their profession. Children on the school 
where Raul is teaching prefer to call him as teacher, whereas colleagues call him by his given 
name Raul. 
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Occasion Hilde and Raul were not long ago married. During their wedding day Hilde was 
called bride whereas Raul was called groom. Likewise, two friends acted as witness on were 
called as witness by the preacher. 
 
These examples state that besides static information also context dependent information 
exists to the objects that we would like to annotate on photos. 

3.2.4 Relations 

Within families special relations between certain persons are characterized. For example, Raul 
has several relations with other persons in his family. Because Raul recently married Hilde, 
now he automatically gained more relations. 
 

 

Figure 3.2: atomic family relations 

The family tree above reveals the position of Raul related to other persons in his family. From 
this figure we can conclude that each person has several relations towards other persons. For 
example, Raul has two parents (Yvonne Pesch and Herman Pesch) and a spouse (Hilde 
Pesch). Appendix A defines inference rules that can be applied to these two atomic family 
relations and result in new relations. For instance, the inference rules define the uncle 
relation as the brother of a parent. Once we apply this definition to the family tree of figure 
3.2, we can easily retrieve any uncle of Raul Pesch. 
 

Pesch)Jan Pesch, uncle(Raul

  Pesch))Jan Pesch,rman brother(He  Pesch)Herman Pesch, ul(parent(Ra ⇒∧
 

Derivation 3.1: uncles of Raul Pesch 

Based on derivation 3.1 we can state that Jan Pesch is an uncle of Raul Pesch and this 
relation can be added to the family tree.  
 
The positions of these two persons in the family tree, their gender and inference rules 
determine whether a certain relation exists. Between two persons many relations can hold. A 
relation between two persons (atomic relations parent and spouse excluded) is unique and 
dependent other relations in their context. 

3.3 Context Reasoning 
Reasoning takes place during annotating and retrieving images. While part of the 
personalization comes from the freedom of storing own personal terms for objects on the 
photo, a more interesting part arises when background knowledge is added about the domain 
the photos are depicting, as well as about the domain formed by the system’s users. In our 
example, the first domain concerns a wedding and the second includes family relationships.  
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By storing the context-dependent information in terms of the background knowledge, it 
becomes possible to reason about the data, such that other annotations, for another context, 
can be inferred, without requiring that these have been entered before. That is, the 
annotation has still to be entered once, however this can be in another context. In our case 
study for example, we have to denote people as bride, groom, witness and preacher. But in 
the context of family relations these persons could also be inferred as sister, aunt, son, 
grandchild, etc.  
 
Especially for retrieving photographic images domain knowledge becomes important. The 
domain knowledge is captured inside ontologies that define concepts and their relationships 
towards other concepts. For example, the family ontology states concepts like man and 
woman. Mutual relations can be defined as father, mother, brother, sister, husband and wife. 
Here, the photo browser possesses a family tree that reveals family members and their 
mutual relationships. 
 
Differences between reasoning during annotating and retrieving images are outlined by static 
information. Information like gender, age and nationality of persons doesn’t identify a specific 
person. More or less, personal terms about persons are used to pick one specific person from 
previous annotations. Contrary to annotation reasoning, the retrieval process makes use of 
the benefits of ontologies. Reasoning about instances of ontologies involves all information 
about persons, not only user dependent personal terms. For example, user family relations 
towards other family members make it possible to reason about family members inside 
specific families. One could query to retrieve all photos on which one’s uncle is to be seen. 
 
Annotating images doesn’t involve the use of domain knowledge. Later, when images are 
retrieved, the metadata stored in the annotations are connected with instances inside the 
ontologies. Ontologies make it now possible to reason based on reasoning queries that where 
defined with the corresponding class descriptions from the instances. 

3.4 Information Processing 
Section 3.2 introduced four groups of information that are being dealt with while annotating 
and retrieving photos. In this section we describe how these groups are situated inside the 
photo browser and share information. 
 
Tabular 3.2 shows the four groups together with attributes. Image annotations consist of an 
imageID and objected. Both values are generated by the internal machine, which takes they 
are unique for each object. The imageID identifies the image, the objectIDs refer to 
corresponding object information like name, shape, brand, etc, which are stored in a table 
elsewhere. 
Photo features covers all context-independent information that was stored inside an image by 
the digital camera, like camera settings, format settings, resolutions settings, GPS settings, 
and a timestamp when the photo was actually shot. 
Personal terms group information to identify a certain personal term of a person towards an 
object. Formally these personal terms are based on triples that hold userID, objectID and a 
personal term. 
Finally, relations are defined inside the domain knowledge and are also based on triples. 
Relations also hold triple that consists of the name of the relation together with two object 
identifiers. Note that these object identifiers are not the same as the internal machine values 
that identify the objects in the image annotations and personal terms. 

Table 3.2: information settings 

       

Image 
annotations 

imageID ObjectID     

Photo 

features 
imageID 

Camera 
settings 

Format 
settings 

Resolutions 
settings 

GPS 
settings 

Timestamp 
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Procla-

mations 
userID objectID 

Personal 
term 

   

Relations 
(family) 

Relation Object Object    

 
The basic idea of annotating images is to link each image with several objects that can be 
seen on that image. The imageID in figure 3.4 reveals the exact image name and location. 
ObjectID identifies the specific object (person, animal, natural object, artifact) and links to 
the static information of this object. Based on the user that is logged into the system, the 
photo browser links the userID and the objectID to the personal terms that this user refers to 
the object. This personal term in then used to name the object on the image. The photo 
features of this image is then looked up in the store according to the imageID of the image. 
 

 

Figure 3.4: image annotation schema 

In the next chapter the global architecture of the photo browser in explained together with a 
process description of the annotation and retrieval part of the photo browser. 
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Chapter 4: System Design 

This chapter contains a description of the architecture of the photo browser. First a general 
model is given, which is followed by a more detailed component description. Section 4.3 gives 
an overview of the family ontology and reasoning queries. Section 4.4 concludes the chapter 
and explains the information process during annotating and retrieving photographical images. 

4.1 Model Description 
The logical model is a formalized description of the system used for reasoning about its 
operation. The logical model shows what the system should do, but does this in an 
implementation-independent way, therefore it does not use implementation terminology like, 
file, record or database. 
The logical model has been constructed in an object oriented way and is expressed in the 
Unified Modeling Language (UML). The model is separated into two parts: 
 

• The data model. In this model all objects for storing relevant data are defined. 
• The operational model. This model contains the objects that provide methods for 

every action that the user can perform. 
 
The entire model is shown in Figure 4.1 and will be explained below. 
 

 

Figure 4.1: entire model of photo browser 

The user object stores the username and password of a user. Usernames must be unique in 
order to identify each person. 
 
The Photo Browser can import photographical images. The photo browser object supplies 
methods to search through a large repository of photos. This can be done either by selecting 
a particular photo from the repository or by clicking a photo from the result set of a certain 
query. These methods will show the photo in the photo panel and return all annotations 
belonging to that photo with the personal terms of the user that is logged into the system. 
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There is only one instance of the Photo Browser object. The object Photo Browser supplies 
methods to access images and to retrieve corresponding metadata. 
 
Annotations of images can be stated into three main groups: subject-matter descriptions 
[SMD], medium features [MF] and photo features [PF]. The SMD Annotation Panel, MF 
Annotation Panel and PF Annotation Panel classes are the interface of the annotations of 
photos. The SMD Retrieval Panel, MF Retrieval Panel and PF Retrieval Panel classes display a 
template that enables users to enter search keywords. The SMD annotations describe what is 
actually to see at images. All objects, actions and occasions that could be discerned when 
looking at the photo can be described in this section of the annotation template. Objects can 
be classified into four main groups: persons, animals, natural objects and artifacts. 
The second group of the annotation template is the MF. This group describes resolution and 
format properties of the image. 
The last group, PF, contains properties about the equipment, orientation and camera settings. 
Equipment consists of properties about lenses, light sources and cameras. Orientation holds 
data and time information. Finally, camera settings contain properties that were used to take 
the photo. 
 
Furthermore, the photo browser object consists of 2 layers; namely 1 annotation layer and 1 
retrieval layer. A layer is an interface that shows an orderly view for the three annotation 
groups. Besides these layers this object contains a Sesame Interface, which is dedicated to 
the repository used in our implementation. Descriptions can be found below.  
 
The Sesame Interface object serves as a portal to access relations between people. This 
object contains methods to search and retrieve relations with corresponding attributes. See 
also Section 4.2.2. 
 
SesameDataUpload is used to apply new relations to existing relations. This object is only 
available when the user would like to retrieve new relations. 
 
The Photo Panel object displays a certain photo. 
 
The Image object provides methods to display a photo. 
 
The editSMDannotation object contains methods to add and update new annotations towards 
photos. 

4.2 Components 
From Figure 4.1 groups of objects can be defined as components that encapsulate software 
functionality. Those components are: 
 

• Component PhotoBrowserAdmin: Photo Browser, images, Annotation Layer, Retrieval 
Layer, Photo Panel, Subject-matter Description Annotation Panel, Medium Features 
Annotation Panel, Photo Features Annotation Panel, Subject-matter Description 
Retrieval Panel, Medium Features Retrieval Panel and Photo Features Retrieval Panel 

• Component Sesame: SesameInterface and SesameDataUpload 
• Component UserAdmin: user 
• Component Image: image and editSMDannotation 
• Component Database: user, Subject-matter Description Annotations, Medium 

Features Annotation and Photo Features Annotations 
 
In the following subsections each of the components will be described briefly. 

4.2.1 PhotoBrowserAdmin 

Figure 4.2 shows the objects that belong to the PhotoBrowserAdmin component. This 
component is an interface to the database. The function of this component is to manipulate 
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annotations from images in a large repository. It is used for the retrieval of photographical 
images and has methods to check whether a photo is already annotated before. When a 
photo is loaded for the first time into the photo browser, then its metadata is retrieved from 
the EXIF header and stored in the database. 
 
This component is dependent on the repository of photographical images and on their 
corresponding annotations stored in the database. 
 

 
Figure 4.2: PhotoBrowserAdmin component 

In order to give an orderly overview, the PF annotations are shown in figure 4.3. 
 
The SMD Annotation Panel, the MF Annotation Panel and the PF Annotation Panel classes are 
the interface of the annotations of photos. The actual annotations of photos are stored in the 
database. 
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Figure 4.3: Photo Features classes belonging to the PhotoBrowserAdmin component 

Annotations gathered by MF and PF are often stored in the EXIF header of JPG-images. While 
annotating an image for the first time, the photo browser retrieves this information and 
stores these descriptions in the appropriate tables of the database. Unlike the MF and PF SMD 
annotations are not captured inside the EXIF header of JPG-images. These SMD annotations 
are manually made. 

4.2.2 Sesame 

The Sesame component manipulates family relations stored in a repository. The two objects 
in the Sesame component are SesameInterface and SesameDataUpload. 
 

 
Figure 4.4: Sesame component 
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The SesameInterface object contains methods to retrieve data from the repository of family 
relations. The SesameDataUpload object provides methods to search for relations and add 
new relations. These objects contain methods for: 

• Performing queries to the repository 
• Printing result set 
• Adding new relations to repository 
• Searching for relations in repository 
• Uploading data from file into repository 

 
At the moment of this writing no proper repository to store ontologies was available. To solve 
this problem we used Aduna’s Sesame [28] for storing, querying, and manipulating RDF and 
RDF Schema. The ontologies had to be translated into RDF Schema notation. Because of this 
translation, we weren’t able to use reasoning power that OWL provides. This results in the 
fact that concepts inside the ontology have lost their characteristic properties, like transitivity, 
symmetry, inverse relations, etc. Moreover, some of the knowledge we wish to express 
requires a language more expressive than OWL, such as the rule language SWRL [38] the 
W3C is currently developing. An example is the inference of an uncle relation from a chained 
brother and father relation. In order to cope with this problem we decided to define 
reasoning queries ourselves and apply them to existing relations inside the repository. The 
SesameDataUpload object processes a plain-text file that contains these new relation 
definitions. By doing so, all concepts and relations could still use these properties. 

4.2.3 UserAdmin 

The logical model contains the user object that handles the user administration. This object 
needs storage, which is provided by the userTable of the Database component. 

 
Figure 4.4: UserAdmin component 

The UserAdmin component provides methods for the administration of users. This includes a 
method for checking if a password is the same as the pass defined for a specific user. 

4.2.4 Image 

The Image component contains methods to show images on the screen. 
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Figure 4.5: Image component 

The editSMDannotation object provides methods to retrieve and store subject-matter 
descriptions. 

4.2.5 Database 

The database component consists of several tables that are accessed by other components. 
There are a few objects that need a place for persistent data storage. For this a Database 
Management System (DBMS) is used, since most of the functionality is already implemented 
by the DBMS. So this component is a DBMS. 
The storage of annotation data is being handled by a database server. MySQL [29] is under 
the GPL license and widely used. As said, we used Sesame for creating an RDF interfacing. 
This also required Tomcat [27] as hosting platform. 
 
The following tables are needed: 

• UserTable: this table stores information about users of the photo browser, like 
username and password. 

• ImageTable: this table stores static information about images like filename and 
location of the image in the repository. 

• SMDTable: this table stores information about subject-matter descriptions. 
• ActionTable: this table stores information about actions that can be annotated. 
• ObjectTable: this table stores information about objects that can be annotated. 
• OccasionTable: this table stores information about occasions that can be annotated. 
• PersonTable: this table stores information about persons that can be annotated. 
• AnimalTable: this table stores information about animals that can be annotated. 
• NaturalObjectTable: this table stores information about natural objects that can be 

annotated. 
• ArtifactTable: this table stores information about artifacts that can be annotated. 
• MediumFeaturesTable: this table stores information about medium features. 
• ResolutionTable: this table stores information about resolution settings. 
• FormatTable: this table stores information about format settings. 
• PhotoFeaturesTable: this table stores information about photo features. 
• SettingsTable: this table stores information about the settings. 
• OrientationTable: this table stores information about the orientation. 
• RelativeLocationTable: this table stores information about the location. 
• RelativeTimeTable: this table stores information about the date and time. 
• EquipementTable: this table stores information about the equipment. 
• LensTable: this table stores information about the lens. 
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• ZoomLensTable: this table stores information about the zoomlens. 
• TeleLensTable: this table stores information about the telelens. 
• LightSourceTable: this table stores information about the lightsource. 
• FlashTable: this table stores information about the flasher. 
• LampTable: this table stores information about the lamps. 
• CamaraTable: this table stores information about the cameras. 
• SLRTable: this table stores information about the SLR cameras. 
• LargeFormatTable: this table stores information about the large format cameras. 
• DigitalTable: this table stores information about the digital cameras. 

 
See appendix B for the internal structure of this component. 

4.3 Family ontology 
This section gives an overview how family relations are specified. Also we explain how 
reasoning queries can be used to find new relations. 
 
The family ontology identifies domain knowledge in the field of relations within a family. This 
ontology provides typically hierarchical data structures containing relevant entities and 
relations. The family ontology is defined around the entity Human. This entity is associated 
with its attributes (represented as owl:DatatypeProperty) and relations with other entities 
(represented in owl:ObjectProperty). The OWL property owl:subClassOf allows for hierarchical 
structuring sub-classes entities, thus providing extensions to add new concepts that are 
required in a specific domain. 
 
Figure 4.6 shows the definition of the family ontology that is used by Sesame. Here, the 
abstract class Human is classified into two subclasses Man and Woman. Every human 
contains a first name, surname and gender.  
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Figure 4.6: OWL serialization of the family ontology 

Family relations can be seen as object properties for every human. For instance, Figure 4.6 
defines the object properties spouse and child. Rewriting the family ontology in RDFS 
notation hinders the expression power of the ontology, as this is limited in RDFS. Within RDFS 
object properties like symmetric, transitive and inverse relations cannot be expressed. 
In order to fill up the reasoning power of the family ontology in RDFS notation, several 
reasoning queries have been defined (see Appendix A). From these reasoning query 
definitions, other family relations can be derived from the spouse and child relations together 
with the gender data type property of the corresponding entity. Table 4.1 below shows an 
example of this feature. 

Table 4.1: reasoning about family relations using reasoning queries 

input 
reasoning 
queries 

(spouse(x,y) AND gender(y) = ‘female’) IMPLIES wife(x,y) 

(sibling(x,y) AND gender(y) = ‘male’) IMPLIES brother(x,y) 

child(x,y) IMPLIES parent(y,x) 

(child(x,y) AND gender(y) = ‘female’) IMPLIES daughter(x,y) 

(parent(x,y) AND gender(y) = ‘male’) IMPLIES father(x,y) 
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explicit context 

<man rdf:ID="RaulPesch"> 

 <name>Raul</name> 

 <surname>Pesch</surname> 

 <gender>male</gender> 

 <spouse rdf:resource="#HildePesch"/> 

 <sibling rdf:resource="#JoeriPesch"/> 

 <child rdf:resource="#JessePesch"/> 

</man> 

 

<woman rdf:ID=”JessePesch”> 

 <name>Jesse</name> 

 <surname>Pesch</surname> 

 <gender>female</gender> 

</woman> 

output implicit context 

<man rdf:ID="RaulPesch"> 

 <wife rdf:resource="#HildePesch"/> 

 <brother rdf:resource="#JoeriPesch"/> 

 <daughter rdf:resource="#JessePesch"/> 

</man> 

 

<woman rdf:ID=”JessePesch”> 

 <parent rdf:resource=”#RaulPesch”/> 

 <father rdf:resource=”#RaulPesch”/> 

</woman> 

 
Sesame contains explicit context information like some relations between several humans. 
Here, the entity RaulPesch refers to the person Raul Pesch. Namely, this entity is defined with 
identifier RaulPesch and name Raul, surname Pesch and gender male. This entity possesses 
also several object properties like a spouse relation towards HildePesch, a sibling relation 
towards JoeriPesch and a child relation towards JessPesch. 
As an example, Table 4.1 shows how the reasoning queries can reveal new relations like wife, 
brother, parent, daughter and father. By applying the reasoning queries to the object 
properties of the entities RaulPesch and JessePesch new implicit context information results. 
For instance, we can conclude that the entity JessePesch holds a father relation towards 
entity RaulPesch. 
 
Generally spoken, the photo browser is able to apply the reasoning queries to the existing 
entities and their object properties. These reasoning queries are defined in a text file that is 
read by the photo browser. In this text file family relations are stated within SeRQL [29] 
syntax. Besides defining new relations, also object properties like symmetry, transitivity and 
inverse relations can be expressed, as is illustrated in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: object properties expressed SeRQL 

object property  

symmetry 

 
CONSTRUCT {B} sibling {A} 
FROM {A} sibling {B} 
 

transitivity 

 
CONSTRUCT {A} brother {C} 
FROM {A} brother {B} brother {C} 
WHERE A != C 
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inverse relation 

 
CONSTRUCT {B} parent {A} 
FROM {A} child {B} 
 

 
Next, the photo browser reads each relation and queries the corresponding specification in 
Sesame. Construct queries return RDF graphs as set of triples. Finally, the resulting new 
triples are added to Sesame. 

4.4 Process Descriptions 
The process flow in Figure 4.7 describes the actions a user can perform anytime within the 
photo browser. From the action menu the user can choose whether to view and annotate a 
certain image, retrieve a new image or apply new relations to the existing relations in the 
repository. 

 
Figure 4.7: process descriptions 

While viewing an image, the user can also inspect and adapt the annotations corresponding 
to the image: new annotations can be made as well as existing ones can be modified. 
Obviously, only SMD annotations can be added and modified, since these annotations are 
manually attached to the corresponding image. MF and PF annotations are fixed data that 
never change under any circumstances (see Table 3.1). 
Users can load images by two manners: selecting an image by a file chooser or performing 
queries to search through annotations in the repository. 
Selecting the “apply new relations” in the menu bar results in apply the new definitions of 
relations to the existing relations in the repository. These new relations will then be shown in 
the retrieval template. 
 
The next sections explain in more detail the information process inside the photo browser 
during the annotation and retrieval of images. 
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4.4.1 Overview 

Table 3.2 presents a global overview of information that is stored in the system. Three 
different components of information can be distinguished. Central stands the context-
independent image annotation that contains all annotations of images, in this example a 
photo on which Raul Pesch is shown. The photo is annotated with context-independent 
information, such as the camera type, focal distance, resolution, time, location, etc. 
 
Each user possesses an own collection of personal terms to identify objects. In Figure 4.8 
these collections are displayed as three ellipses that represent the collection of personal 
terms of person A, B and C. Obviously, these ellipses reflect context-dependent information, 
which is used to realize the personalization.  
Figure 4.8 displays a photo on which Raul Pesch can be seen. Raul is now regarded as a 
object that is uniquely identified, id 32653 in this case. This identifier is a machine internal 
value (string, number), and could coincide with, e.g., the person’s username. For each person 
an own table is designed (conceptually). The tables are the instances of the knowledge base. 
The overlap (of the ellipses) happens in the reasoning program. Now every person has his 
own personal term and together with static information of object personID 32653 in the 
table, people are referring to the same object. The ellipses can overlap since people can 
pronounce objects by the same personal term. 
 
Each user of the system provides specific information typical to that user. Here, we regard 
information like own name and personal terms used towards other people. This information is 
named as context-dependent information in Figure 4.8, and is only needed when that 
particular user is logged in to the system. Context-independent image annotations are stored 
in a separated table of the database. The imageID is (conceptually) used as key. Each image 
has (conceptually) exactly one annotation, which describes the content that is shown on the 
image. This annotation contains identifiers to objects that are defined in a separated table 
inside the database. The database holds a record with identifier personID 32563. This record 
contains static information about the object named by Raul Pesch, like his birth date, gender 
and nationality. 
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Joeri Pesch

    .brother

ID
 32653

 

Figure 4.8:  context dependence of images 

The third, bottom, layer in Figure 4.8 shows domain knowledge that provides domain 
knowledge, in this case about family relations. Section 4.3 already described how entities 
together with object properties enclosed a whole family tree. The photo browser makes use 
of this family tree and maps this information with personal information about people stored 
inside the database. Figure 4.9 depicts this mapping feature. Information like name, 
surname, gender, birth date and nationality about Raul Pesch that is stored in the database. 
Table 4.1 describes the entity RaulPesch with data type properties name and surname inside 
the family ontology. The photo browser maps this personal information from the family 
ontology and database to identify people on images.  
 

 

Figure 4.9: object information mapping database vs family ontology 

This approach of storing personal information makes it easier to named and renamed object 
within the database. Personal terms are now directly connected to the person information. 
This feature results in efficient retrieval of personal annotations of images because of joining 
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several tables inside the database. The family ontology provides information about 
relationship between several family members just then. Adding family members and their 
relations towards other family members makes it possible to reason again about mutual 
relations by using the reasoning queries. 

4.4.2 Annotation 

Figure 4.10 provides an overview of reasoning while annotating objects on images. For 
example, if Hilde Pesch annotates an image on which Raul is to be seen and she enters Raul 
as personal term, then the system recognizes this person as Raul Pesch that was already 
annotated at certain photos. Now, the system makes a reference to earlier entered 
annotations of Raul Pesch by other persons and provides his name, surname, birth date, 
gender and nationality. 
 
Later, Raul Pesch fits retrieval results made by Hilde Pesch, this personal term can be used as 
a reference of Hilde towards Raul Pesch. While annotating images, the system has to deal 
with overlapping context-dependent information. 
 
 
 

Joeri Pesch

    .brother

ID
 32653

 

Figure 4.10: annotating images 

For example, see also figure 4.10, if Joeri Pesch has annotated the photo with brother, Raul 
Pesch may now see the photo labeled with me. In this case, the background knowledge 
consists of storing a class ‘person’ with the relations sibling and brother, both from ‘person’ to 
‘person’. The relations are also declared to be each other’s inverse. Raul Pesch and Joeri 
Pesch in Figure 3.1 are instances of these relations. If, in addition, the background 
knowledge is extended that brother is from male or female to male, it can be inferred that 
Raul Pesch is male and Joeri Pesch is male. Figure 4.10 suggests the photo has been 
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annotated explicitly with male. By the above reasoning, this was superfluous, since the 
property is entailed by the background knowledge of the sibling, brother and sister relations. 
 
Figure 4.11 shows a screenshot of the photo browser. Here, we seen an image together with 
its annotation. The tab subject, medium and photo represent the three groups of annotation 
information towards images as described by figure 4.2. Within each tab, we notice a tree 
stucture from which we can browse through several subgroups. Clicking on one of these 
subgroups, annotation towards this subgroup appear in annotation box. 
 

 

Figure 4.11: annotation of images in photo browser 

Accompanied with each subgroup, also a button can be used to enter a new annotation about 
this particular subgroup. 
 
Since personal terms are user dependent we have to pay special attention to the 
synchronization of personal terms and object information. As users prefer to use personal 
terms when referring to objects, the combination with static object information must be 
preserved. We must have in mind that a personal term is unique in referring to a certain 
object. Object information must be unique as well, since for instance name, surname, gender, 
birth date and nationality provides enough information to uniquely identify a person. Figure 
4.12 describes what actions must be performed in order to preserve synchronization of object 
data when users annotate an object with a personal term and optionally object information. 
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Figure 4.12: check object annotation 

First, the photo browser has to check whether the personal term is used ever before by the 
user. Once the personal term exists in the database then the object is identified and the 
photo browser can check whether the object information points to the same object as the 
personal term. If so, then the object is annotated correctly and exists already in the 
database. 
If here the object information doesn’t refer to the same object as the personal term does, 
then the object information has changed. The photo browser now asks the user whether the 
object information has to be updated. For instance, it could happen that a person is married 
and now has a new surname. In this case the values of the corresponding record of this 
person have to be updated in the PersonTable. 
In the third case, the photo browser denotes that the user hasn’t used the personal term ever 
before. If the object information refers to a certain person then the photo browser concludes 
that the user has changed his personal term towards this specific person. Now the photo 
browser prompts whether the user would like to change the personal term towards this 
person. Now only the ObjectTable has to be updated, since here all personal terms are linked 
with the corresponding object information and user. If both the personal term and the object 
information are unknown in the database then a new object is identified by the photo 
browser. Here, a new record in either the PersonTable, AnimalTable, NaturalObjectTable or 
ArtifactTable has to be added together with a new record in the ObjectTable with the 
personal term and username. 
 
In all four these cases the photo browser has add a record in the SMDTable that combines 
the annotations with the corresponding imageID. 
 
Domain knowledge doesn’t play an important role while annotating images. Here, user has to 
pay attention to annotate persons according to the personal information as stated inside the 
database and family ontology as shown in figure 4.12. 

4.4.3 Retrieval 

Figure 4.13 shows an overview of how the photo browser handles the reasoning process 
when a user wishes to retrieve images on which some family members can be seen. When a 
user searches for pictures on which his/her uncle can be found, the photo browser makes use 
of the identity of the user that is logged into the system. The basic idea of the retrieval 
process is to search upon the keywords that were previously used to annotate object, 
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occasion and actions on images. This manner is especially suitable when specific keywords 
upon MF and PF annotations have to be retrieved. These values can easily be retrieved on 
this corresponding table in the database. For instance, if an image is requested that is shot 
with an aperture setting of 200mm, then this value can be retrieved from the attribute 
aperture from the SettingsTable in the database. 
 
Retrieving images with search keywords based on SMD annotations deal with user context, 
and therefore personal terms according to the user’s vocabulary have to be retrieved also 
from the database besides the static information of these objects. If now an image with a 
rabbit is requested, then the photo browser searched upon the keyword rabbit from the 
attribute species in the AnimalTable in the database. Next, the identifier from the static 
information of each annotated rabbit is linked with the personal term of the user. 
 
Special concern must be taken when persons have to be searched. If search keywords upon 
persons are equivalent with family relations like father, uncle, wife, then the family ontology 
must be consulted in order to determine the identity of these persons. The family tree that is 
specified by the ontology reveals relations of this user with other family members like father 
and mother. Like in Table 4.1, within the A-box of the ontology every instance is defined with 
relations towards other family members. The person information of these family members 
can then be mapped with person information stored in the PersonTable of the database, 
shown in Figure 4.9. Now the photo browser can search through the collection of image 
annotations in the database to find images on which these persons are annotated. 
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Figure 4.13: retrieving images 

Domain knowledge assists the photo browser in revealing the identities of related family 
members to the person that is logged in. The reasoning queries hold a dynamic character 
since it is possible to add new persons to the family ontology. When the family ontology is 
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extended with new persons, the reasoning queries can find new relations upon child and 
spouse relations of these new persons towards the rest of the family members. For example, 
if a baby is born, Hilde and Raul only need to enter the newborn as their child and the system 
is immediately able to trace pictures of the kid’s grandparents. 
 
The retrieval process of images by the photo browser is shown in Figure 4.13. We can notice 
here the three tabs again that represent the three groups of annotation information of 
images, subject matter-descriptions, medium features and photo features, each rooting a tree 
structure that points to the subgroups within. Instead from the annotation template, each 
subgroup now makes a text field visible in which the user can enter a keyword.  
 

 

Figure: 4.14 retrieval of images in photo browser 

In the screenshot above, the user point to the subgroup persons and here he selects brother. 
Now the photo browser determines from the instantiations by the family ontology the identity 
of each brother of the users. Next, all images are searched from those that are annotated 
with this identity. These images are represented as thumbnails, amongst which the user can 
select. This action loads the images together with their annotations and personal terms 
similar as in Figure 4.11. 
 
The photo browser can apply the reasoning queries to the family ontology any time. Another 
option was to apply the reasoning queries only to the person that is logged into the system. 
Here, the photo browser would search only for relations between this individual and the rest 
of the family. Once this person logs out of the photo browser then his domain knowledge was 
lost and had to be searched again when he would perform a new search query. The main 
reason to apply the reasoning queries at any time to the family ontology is the complexity to 
reason about domain knowledge. Complexity analysis [32] indicates that the runtime 
performance of context reasoning exponentially grows over the number of RDF triples. Time-
critical applications like security and navigating systems need to control the scale of context 
dataset and the complexity of rule set. A feasible solution would be to perform static, 
complex reasoning tasks in an offline manner. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work 

The aim of this master thesis is to investigate the role of ontologies while annotating and 
retrieving personalized photographical images. In our case study we restricted ourselves to 
the use of a family ontology only to ease the navigation process. This thesis gives some 
indication how a semantic web for images might work.  

5.1 Lessons learned 
With the use of the photo browser, we showed the feasibility of using a family ontology to 
realize a more flexible and easy user interaction in retrieving images of family members 
stored in a large collection. Semantic annotation allows us to make use of concept search 
instead of keyword search. It paves also the way for more advanced search strategies. For 
instance, the user can specialize or generalize a query with the help of the ontology’s concept 
hierarchy when too many or too few hits are found. 
 
The photo browser handles personalized photo labels also. Here, photo annotations are 
stored according to a certain user perspective. Although this looks quit restrictive, this is 
actually the manner mostly used nowadays when people store keywords as a description of 
the image content. Some file formats like TIFF and JPEG allow users to enrich the visual 
information with structured textual descriptions, but they only offer limited possibilities like 
adding keywords or adding a textual description. 
Instead now, personal terms towards objects are stored separately and are thus easy to 
handle with user context. This separation makes it possible to connect object information 
with user specific annotations. 
 
The development of the photo browser also involved the creation of a family ontology. The 
family ontology provides concepts and relations in the domain of family relations. We aimed 
to annotate with as little family information as possible in order to make full profit of the 
reasoning enabled by the family ontology. This design requirement resulted in a highly 
adaptive family ontology, in which it is possible to add new family members and relations. 
Reasoning queries discover implicit relations between family members out of existing 
relations. 
 
Being the state-of-the-art ontology repository we were forced to use the RDF repository 
Sesame to store the family ontology and its instantiations. This inconvenience restricted the 
expressitivity of the ontology to be written in RDF Schema. We especially needed a notion of 
property transitivity, symmetry and of inverse relations. 
 
Annotation using ontologies 

During the annotation process the family ontology doesn’t help the photo browser to address 
family relations according to the user’s context. Person annotations must hold the same 
characteristics of the corresponding person definitions stated in the family ontology. The 
family ontology characterizes persons with their name, surname and gender and the same 
values for person annotations are also stored inside the database. 
 
Although the photo browser consists of only one ontology, more ontologies would definitely 
increase the precision of content description. For instance, adding an animal ontology to the 
photo browser gives more insight on the hierarchy of species. While users might not have the 
knowledge to specify an animal to the slightest detail, the hierarchy enables the user to 
annotate an animal within a global range. 
 
Generally, ontology-based search differs from the key-based search in the extra work in 
creating new ontologies and making detailed annotations. However, this extra work surely 
has its benefits to the better accuracy obtained in image retrieval. 
 
Retrieval using ontologies 
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The family ontology assists the photo browser by referencing to family members. Especially 
during the retrieval process, the family ontology provides great assistance in determining 
family members on photos dependent tot the user context. In this case, it is not a surprise 
that search results include photos that the user has never seen before. Also, the user is once 
more amazed to see that these photos are described with his personal terms. For this, the 
photo browser ‘knows’ the content of the image and can reason whether this image could be 
of interest to certain queries, and can reason based on certain rules to provide more 
assistance to the user. Adding new ontologies to the photo browser implies that the photo 
browser possesses more reasoning power and better precision can be obtained while 
retrieving images. 
 
Advantages 

Because of the separation of object annotations in the database, from which the personal 
terms are stored in another table from the actual object information, the photo browser can 
easily reference to the right personal terms by each user. Here lies the strength of the photo 
browser regarding to other image navigation applications. 
The photo browser is able to search upon a collection of images with context dependent 
keywords like uncle and present unknown images together with their annotations in the 
user’s vocabulary. For this, the advantage of the photo browser lies with the fact that new 
images can be annotated and automatically connected to the rest of the annotation 
information. Once objects on new images are fully described, then this data can be 
referenced to other data from the domain knowledge. For instance, when a person is 
annotated as Hilde Pesch then the family ontology recognizes her, as she is the wife of the 
user Raul Pesch. 
Another advantage that was stated from the use of the photo browser was the possibility of 
exploiting the semantic model to infer a user profile and adapt image annotations to each 
user [31]. 
 
Disadvantages 

The main disadvantage of the approach used in this project is the need for explicitly 
annotated data with respect to a semantic model. Here, annotating images requires more 
time to describe the content of an image. Besides naming objects also relevant concepts 
about these objects have to be assigned in order to provide content descriptions as specific 
as possible. But in the end, the more an image is specifically annotated, the better this image 
will fit search results later. This will surely play its benefits when the photo browser can 
reason about semantic annotation of images. 
 
Sharing photos among other systems with the photo browser is quite impossible. The photo 
browser and the user’s context are locally stored. Here, the complete database schema and 
content must also be shared in order to let a new system make use of the photo browser. 
Also, each computer must posses a family ontology from which some of the instantiations 
must map people information that is stored in the database. Domain ontologies have a 
disadvantage that they can be only transferred to other application to a very limited degree. 
In order to share images with corresponding annotation to users on other computers, two 
solutions can be proposed. 
 
Firstly, the XMP-standard of ADOBE [30] offers an adequate solution to these problems. XMP 
allows annotations to be stored inside the image file itself. Like the EXIF header of JPG files 
contains information about the settings that were used while shooting the photo, XMP 
provides a template for storing content information. In this way, exchanging images would 
also include the exchange of the image annotation. Each photo possesses its own annotation 
and this could easily be mapped with domain ontologies. With an XMP-enabled application, 
information about an image can be captured during the content creation process and 
embedded within the file. Meaningful image annotations can be captured in a format that is 
easily understood by software applications and users. Thus, by this manner users can 
exchange images together with the annotations that are captured inside the image itself. This 
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would be a large advantage to share image annotations whenever the photo browser is able 
to extract the annotations automatically from the XMP template. 
Secondly, another solution to this problem could be to tool up the photo browser in such way 
that it is able to inhabit peer-to-peer connections with photo browser applications on other 
computer. Through the web these applications are now able to communicate and exchange 
photos. Although privacy matters would let users keep up certain images, but a shared 
directory could be appointed. Here, the photo browser can also use query languages like 
RDQL, RQL, and SeRQL to query ontologies from other applications. 
 
Although the photo browser successfully used many modern web technologies, we could 
have made better use of the semantic capabilities that ontologies offer.  These upgrades can 
be seen as a possible future work.  We could have given the ontology more semantic 
meaning by using more pieces of well known and supported ontologies like the ontologies 
described in the next section. Lastly, we can provide search capabilities based on the 
underlying ontology.  For example, finding all images on which an uncle is eating from the 
wedding cake. 

5.2 Photo browser extensions 
While designing the photo browser in order to test our approach of handling personalization 
of photo labels, only a family ontology is used for domain knowledge. It becomes very 
obvious that more context information is situated around people while handling 
personalization of photo labels. From here we can group context into several domains that all 
can be specified with ontologies. Also, the hierarchical presentation of concepts helps to 
disambiguate terms. Term disambiguation is a frequent occurrence, like the term Venus can 
be associated with the Roman deity, with the planet or either with a famous tennis player. 
The ontologies provide a wide range of concepts for the subject-matter descriptions. 
Although the choice of concepts depends on the annotator and the quality of an annotation is 
subjective, there are some general guidelines for good annotations. An annotation is most 
effective if the annotator chooses the concepts as specific as possible. 

5.2.1 Adding new domain ontologies 

Instead of domain ontologies, upper ontologies describe more generic concepts and relations 
between concepts. Upper ontologies define higher-level concepts and are more difficult to 
design than domain ontologies. High-level concepts are both more macroscopic, and 
generally the concepts they define are more abstract. Based on the large scale of concepts 
and relations, upper ontologies describe therefore a global representation the real world. 
 
Mapping the name of the six main annotation groups (actions, persons, animals, natural 
objects, artifacts and occasions) to corresponding concepts of a certain upper ontology would 
definitely enrich image annotations. The underlying hierarchy of these concepts from the 
upper ontology could provide the user with more insight. The upper ontology now helps the 
user in two ways. 
First, through the index menu of the six main SMD annotation groups, users can depict more 
precise annotations. For instance, the upper ontology can specify certain monument buildings. 
Selecting Artifacts from the annotation scheme discovers subclasses beneath the concept 
Artifact. This feature provides general knowledge about certain domains so the user can 
specify his annotation as specific as he wants. 
Secondly, the upper ontology provides not only a structured hierarchy of concepts, but also 
much knowledge about each concept. Instantiations of concepts, like monument buildings, 
certain specific knowledge that helps the user when annotating images. For instance, the 
upper ontology can possess an instantiation of The Eifeltower with information like architect 
and date. This information can then be stored together with the rest of the images 
annotation. 
 
In section 5.2.2 several ontologies are suggested for adding more domain knowledge to the 
photo browser. Domain ontologies contain more knowledge among certain topics that 
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enriches the upper ontology. For instance, a user can add an ontology in the domain of 
photographic cameras. This camera ontology can state some commonly used terms together 
with relations among them. For example, the terms f-stop and aperture have the same 
meaning. Instantiations of cameras can also be added with the camera ontology. 
Adding this camera ontology to the existing repository of ontologies in Sesame must be done 
with much precision. The easiest solution would be to link the concepts from the camera 
ontology to the artifact annotation group of the annotation template. But in case the 
annotation scheme possesses an upper ontology, the concepts of the camera ontology can be 
mapped with the corresponding concepts of the upper ontology. Or if this domain does not 
exist in the upper ontology, then the concepts on top of hierarchy of the camera ontology can 
be mapped with the corresponding concepts from the upper ontology. For instance, the 
concepts camera can be made a subclass of the concept media capturing devices. 
 
Although adding new ontologies to an existing repository seems to be an easy job like adding 
data to a database, here raise some problems. Where a database consists of table with 
specified attributes, ontologies are based on semantic descriptions of domain knowledge. The 
upper ontology might not be as specific as the user would like, as the domain of cameras 
may not have been defined yet. Another problem could be that the meaning of several 
concepts of the upper ontology is not quite the same as this is defined with the camera 
ontology. These ontology integration problems are exposed in section 5.3. 

5.2.2 Examples other domain ontologies 

The photo browser can be extended with more ontologies in order to supply more domain 
knowledge while annotating and retrieving photographic images. 
 
WordNet ontology 

WordNet [6] is a lexical database providing word synonyms and can assist the photo browser 
in finding suitable keywords whenever just a few search results are found. Users may give 
certain keywords in the retrieval template from which the photo browser just none or merely 
a few satisfying photos can find in the database with annotations. Here, WordNet can be of 
help. For each keyword synonyms are being search and these synonyms are also added to 
the keywords for finding suitable photos among some descriptions. 
 
Geographic ontology 
Since digital cameras are equipped with GPS mechanisms, every digital photo possesses GPS 
coordinates to reveal later the exact position where the photo was actually taken. On the 
basis of these coordinates, the photo browser unveils the exact position where the photo was 
shot. Next, the geographic ontology could reason about the place where the photo was shot. 
For example in our case study Hilde and Raul Pesch make their wedding trip to Australia. 
Here, they went to see the city Sidney, and specially the Harbor Bridge. The photo browser 
now checks the GPS coordinates of Sidney in the database, and on the basis of these 
coordinates photos can search through the collection for photos that were actually shot in or 
near Sidney, Australia. 
A transitive property holds among geographic places. If place A is located in an area B, and 
area B is situated in an area C, then place A is also located in area C. Since locations hold a 
transitive relation, this property can therefore be used when photos about certain locations 
are retrieved. For instance, people would like to see photos about a typical event in Toscana, 
Italy. From the database lots of photos can be retrieved that were taken during a vacation in 
Italy. Instead the user doesn’t know which photo is actually shot during the days that they 
were in the province Toscana. Now, the photo browser with the geographical ontology could 
be of assistance to help the user from his lack of geographical knowledge about regions in 
Italy. This ontology can easily reveal which location is situated in Toscana. 
Finally, a geographical ontology can recognize coordination systems, e.g. longitude and 
latitude or UTM, and provides transformation functions between them. 
 
ICONCLASS 
ICONCLASS [10] is an iconographical classification system. ICONCLASS defines objects, 
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persons, events, situations and abstract ideas that can be represented in the visual arts. The 
system is hierarchically organized with set of concepts that specify the content of visual 
resources. 

The proposed ontologies all deal with domain knowledge captured inside domain ontologies. 
Ultimately, the aim of domain ontologies lies in the fact to reduce misconceptions about 
terminology among a community of users that exchange information. This is done by 
presenting proper schemas of concepts and relations that characterize a given application 
domain. Therefore, ontology is a shared understanding of some domain of interest. 

Enclose webservices 

Due to webservices business applications can communicate with each other and exchange 
data. Webservices are made possible with the use of the combination of JAVA and XML. 
Webservices offer a flexible and powerful concept for application-application communication. 
Here, data stored in one application can be retrieved from another application or updates can 
be performing on certain data. 
Webservices can surely add more functionality to the photo browser. Especially during the 
annotation process the photo browser can use webservices for determining the weather 
conditions around a certain location and date. The photo browser sends the GPS coordinates 
that are stored inside the EXIF header of an image together with the date and time stamp. 
This combination of information makes it possible to retrieve the corresponding weather 
conditions at that place at the time.  
This example of the use of webservices shows that metadata of an image can be used to 
provide other metadata. 

5.3 Ontology integration 
Developers define domain knowledge among their best interest. But in fact, at this moment 
no proper standard for semantics has been specified. In the end, every developer is building 
his on island of meaning. 
This section explains more in detail what problems could raise when several ontologies are 
connected with each other. We discuss the upper ontology problem, domain ontology 
problem and finally the ontology integration problem. 

5.3.1 Upper ontology problem 
At the moment of this writing no generally-accepted and standardized upper ontology is 
available. Therefore domain ontologies must be designed either with developing an own 
upper ontology first, using one of the existing upper ontologies or deciding not to use an 
upper ontology. 

Each option has its disadvantages; designing an upper ontology requires lots of time to 
complete a suitable ontology and is moreover a different specialization about different 
knowledge. Making use of a available upper ontologies like SUMO [33] or OpenCyc [34] can 
influence the design of domain ontologies as these domain ontologies become somehow 
‘upper-ontology-dependent’. Also one must be familiar with the upper ontology in order to 
design domain ontology around the concepts and relations. Designing domain ontologies 
without the use of an upper ontologies makes things simpler for the moment, but not for the 
long-term. Concepts of these ontologies become finally ambiguous and essentially undefined. 

In order to cope with these problems there should be one truly good standard upper 
ontology, or there should at least exist a meta-ontology that maps all the concepts in the 
most common upper ontologies to one another so that it doesn’t matter which one is used. 

5.3.2 Domain ontology problem 
Nowadays lots of domain ontologies still have to be designed and released in an open 
manner. Upper ontologies consist of thousands concepts and relations, but they are still 
relatively limited in their conceptual breadth, depth and resolution. If all information and 
knowledge must be expressed and accessible in the Semantic Web then these specialized 
domain ontologies need to be developed and public available in some manner. Also the 
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concepts of these domain ontologies need to be connected together through a solution of the 
upper ontology problem so that they can be normalized and mapped to each other easily. 
Until that happens the Semantic Web will be incredibly useful, but only for representing and 
accessing general knowledge or working with domain-specific concepts that are defined by 
the small set of currently existing domain ontologies. 

A solution to this problem would be to create more ontologies about new domains and these 
have to be mapped to the common upper ontologies. However, this is easier said than done. 
Applications and services should make use of specific domain ontologies while providing 
solutions to problems. 

5.3.3 Ontology integration problem 
Upper ontologies and domain ontologies can actually share the same names of concepts and 
relations, but this can turn out to be a paradox. Mapping concepts and relations must be 
done very carefully since concepts and relations can have to same names both are rather 
used differently in their context. Inherited concepts and relations can be totally different and 
therefore not equivalent to each other. 

While integrating two ontologies, attention must be paid to express the similarity and 
differences in meaning between concepts and relations. A solution to this problem could be to 
make up a third new ontology that combines the concepts and relations of the previous 
ontologies with respect to their mutual similarities and differences. The weakness of this 
approach is that it only combines these two ontologies. Integrating a large number of 
ontologies is very time consuming. Also integrating two ontologies from different domains will 
not be easy to map together. Besides time also the dimensions of ontologies make it very 
difficult to map ontologies. 

These difficulties in mapping several ontologies make it easier to design a new ontology from 
scratch. Many developers have picked up this idea and these results in a large set of small 
non-integrated ontologies about different domains with many islands of meaning. In the end 
this is controversive with respect to the aim of the Semantic Web to share knowledge and 
information. If the ontology integration problem will not be solved in the near future then we 
end up with many ontologies that are totally incompatible with each other. 

 
More in practice with our case study, semantic search queries for images and any documents 
across the open Web is not yet solved. If the Web contains a large set of raw RDF and OWL 
instance data from various ontologies, queries would have any sense while these data do not 
come from one ontology or many ontologies that are fully integrated together. In fact, the 
results of this query could be displayed, but these may not be quite relevant or well-ordered 
to users. 
 
In order to cope with these problems, I think it is time to present soon a well-defined and 
standardized upper ontology. Application developers can use this upper ontology while they 
design their own specialized domain-specific ontology. These domain ontologies can now be 
fully mapped with the upper ontology and shared through the open web. 
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Glossary 

 
Ontology A formal specification of a conceptualization of a domain 
 
OWL   Web Ontology Language [39] 
 
RDF   Resource Description Framework [11] 
 
RDQL   RDF Data Query Language [36] 
 
RQL   RDF Query Language [37] 
 
Semantic Web An extension to the Web consisting of documents that convey 

semantics about other resources on, but also off, the Web. The 
language used in the documents is machine understandable, so that 
the machines can reason about their contents. [18] 

 
SeRQL   Sesame RDF Query Language [29] 
 
SWRL   Semantic Web Rule Language [38] 
 
URI   Uniform Resource Identifier [19] 
 
XML   eXtensible Mark-up Language  
 
XMP   eXtensible Metadata Platform [1] 
 
W3C   World Wide Web Consortium 
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Appendix A: Inferences Rules 

This appendix shows inference rules based upon family relations. These rules formalize new 
relations from existing relations and concept properties. Also relations properties like 
transitivity and symmetry are stated as well as inverse relations. 
 
father relation 

)y)father(x,  male)gender(y)  y)parent(x,((, ⇒=∧∀ yx  

 
mother relation 

)y)mother(x,  female)gender(y)  y)parent(x,((, ⇒=∧∀ yx  

 
sibling relation 

)y)sibling(x,  b)mother(y,  b)mother(x,  a)father(y,  a)father(x,((!,,,, ⇒=∧=∀
= yxyxba  

 

)x)sibling(y,  y)sibling(x,(, ⇒∀ yx  

 
child relation 

)x)child(y,  y)parent(x,(, ⇒∀ yx  

 
son relation 

)y)son(x,  male)gender(y)  y)(child(x,(, ⇒=∧∀ yx  

 
daughter relation 

)y),daughter(x  female)gender(y)  y)(child(x,(, ⇒=∧∀ yx  

 
brother relation 

)y)brother(x,  male)gender(y)  y),(sibling(x(, ⇒=∧∀ yx  

 

)y)brother(x,  y))brother(a,  a),(brother(x(y  !   x : ,, ⇒∧∀
=yxa  

 
sister relation 

)y)sister(x,  female)gender(y)  y),(sibling(x(, ⇒=∧∀ yx  

 

)y)sister(x,  y))sister(a,  a)(sister(x,(y  !  x :,, ⇒∧∀
=yxa  

 
cousin relation 

)y)cousin(x,  y))child(b,  b)sibling(a,  a)(parent(x,(, ⇒∧∧∀ yx  

 
uncle relation 

)y)uncle(x,  y))brother(a,  a)(parent(x,(,, ⇒∧∀ yxa  

 
aunt relation 

)y)aunt(x,  y))sister(a,  a)(parent(x,(,, ⇒∧∀ yxa  

 
grandparent relation 

)y)t(x,grandparen  y))parent(a,  a)(parent(x,(,, ⇒∧∀ yxa  
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grandfather relation 

)y)r(x,grandfathe  male)gender(y)  y)nt(x,(grandpare(, ⇒=∧∀ yx  

 
grandmother relation 

)y)r(x,grandmothe  female)gender(y)  y)nt(x,(grandpare(, ⇒=∧∀ yx  

 
spouse relation 

)x)spouse(y,   y)spouse(x,(, ⇒∀ yx  

 
husband relation 

)y)husband(x,  male)gender(y)  y)(spouse(x,(, ⇒=∧∀ yx  

 
wife relation 

)y) wife(x, female)gender(y)  y)(spouse(x,(, ⇒=∧∀ yx  
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Appendix B: Database model 
This appendix represents the internal structure of the database component from the photo 
browser. Below several tables are defined with primary keys, attributes and corresponding 
data types. 

 
action  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idaction INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

SMD_smd_id INTEGER PK NN         

SMD_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

userPB_username VARCHAR(255) PK NN         

name VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idaction 
SMD_smd_id 
SMD_photo_idphoto 
userPB_username 

action_FKIndex1 Index SMD_smd_id 
SMD_photo_idphoto 

action_FKIndex2 Index userPB_username  

 

animal  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idanimal INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

object_SMD_smd_id INTEGER PK NN         

object_idobject INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

object_SMD_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

object_userPB_username VARCHAR(255) PK NN         

species VARCHAR(255)             

gender VARCHAR(255)             

life_stage VARCHAR(255)             

colour_features VARCHAR(255)             

other_characteristics VARCHAR(255)             

owner VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idanimal 
object_SMD_smd_id 
object_idobject 
object_SMD_photo_idphoto 
object_userPB_username 

animal_FKIndex1 Index object_idobject 
object_SMD_smd_id 
object_SMD_photo_idphoto 
object_userPB_username  

 

artifact  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idartifact INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

object_SMD_smd_id INTEGER PK NN         

object_idobject INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

object_SMD_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

object_userPB_username VARCHAR(255) PK NN         

brand VARCHAR(255)             

constructiontype VARCHAR(255)             

build VARCHAR(255)             

colour_features VARCHAR(255)             

other_characteristics VARCHAR(255)             

shape VARCHAR(255)             

owner VARCHAR(255)              
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IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idartifact 
object_SMD_smd_id 
object_idobject 
object_SMD_photo_idphoto 
object_userPB_username 

artifact_FKIndex1 Index object_idobject 
object_SMD_smd_id 
object_SMD_photo_idphoto 
object_userPB_username  

 

camera  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags 
Default 

Value 
Comment AutoInc 

idcamera INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

Equipment_idEquipment INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

make VARCHAR(255)             

model VARCHAR(255)             

dimension_depth FLOAT             

dimension_height FLOAT             

dimension_width FLOAT             

weight FLOAT              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idcamera 
Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
Equipment_idEquipment 

camera_FKIndex1 Index Equipment_idEquipment 
Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features  

 

digital  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags 
Default 
Value 

Comment AutoInc 

iddigital INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

camera_Equipment_idEquipment INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

camera_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

camera_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

camera_idcamera INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

resolution_max VARCHAR(255)             

pixels FLOAT             

optical_zoom FLOAT             

digital_zoom FLOAT             

sensitivity FLOAT             

focussing VARCHAR(255)             

LCD_screen FLOAT             

sound_recording BOOL             

video_recording BOOL             

cache VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY iddigital 
camera_Equipment_idEquipment 
camera_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
camera_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
camera_idcamera 

digital_FKIndex1 Index camera_idcamera 
camera_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
camera_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
camera_Equipment_idEquipment  

 

Equipment  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idEquipment INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 
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photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED        

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idEquipment 
photo_features_photo_idphoto 
photo_features_idphoto_features 

Equipment_FKIndex1 Index photo_features_idphoto_features 
photo_features_photo_idphoto  

 

flash  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags 
Default 
Value 

Comment AutoInc 

idflash INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

lightsource_Equipment_idEquipment INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

lightsource_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

lightsource_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

lightsource_idlightsource INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

charge_time FLOAT             

number_of_flashes INTEGER     UNSIGNED       

flash_duration FLOAT             

light_projection_angle VARCHAR(255)             

AF_auxiliary_lamp VARCHAR(255)             

bounce VARCHAR(255)             

swivel VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idflash 
lightsource_Equipment_idEquipment 
lightsource_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
lightsource_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
lightsource_idlightsource 

flash_FKIndex1 Index lightsource_idlightsource 
lightsource_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
lightsource_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
lightsource_Equipment_idEquipment  

 

format  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idformat INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

medium_features_idmedium_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

medium_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

compression VARCHAR(255)             

color_space VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idformat 
medium_features_idmedium_features 
medium_features_photo_idphoto 

format_FKIndex1 Index medium_features_idmedium_features 
medium_features_photo_idphoto  

 

lamp  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags 
Default 
Value 

Comment AutoInc 

idlamp INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

lightsource_Equipment_idEquipment INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

lightsource_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

lightsource_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

lightsource_idlightsource INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

light_intensity FLOAT              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idlamp 
lightsource_Equipment_idEquipment 
lightsource_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
lightsource_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
lightsource_idlightsource 
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lamp_FKIndex1 Index lightsource_idlightsource 
lightsource_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
lightsource_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
lightsource_Equipment_idEquipment  

 

large_format  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags 
Default 
Value 

Comment AutoInc 

idlarge_format INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

camera_Equipment_idEquipment INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

camera_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

camera_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

camera_idcamera INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

ccd_type VARCHAR(255)             

ccd_size VARCHAR(255)             

quantum_efficiency VARCHAR(255)             

readout_noise VARCHAR(255)             

fullwell_capacity VARCHAR(255)             

dark_current VARCHAR(255)             

pixel_array VARCHAR(255)             

pixel_size VARCHAR(255)             

peak_spectural_response VARCHAR(255)             

window_material VARCHAR(255)             

anti_blooming VARCHAR(255)             

cooling VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idlarge_format 
camera_Equipment_idEquipment 
camera_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
camera_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
camera_idcamera 

large_format_FKIndex1 Index camera_idcamera 
camera_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
camera_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
camera_Equipment_idEquipment  

 

lens  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags 
Default 
Value 

Comment AutoInc 

idlens INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

Equipment_idEquipment INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

make VARCHAR(255)             

model VARCHAR(255)             

dimension_depth FLOAT             

dimension_height FLOAT             

dimension_width FLOAT             

weight FLOAT             

focal_length FLOAT             

max_aperture VARCHAR(255)             

min_aperture VARCHAR(255)             

angle_of_view VARCHAR(255)             

focus_adjustment VARCHAR(255)             

closest_focussing_distance VARCHAR(255)             

filter_size FLOAT             

filter_diameter FLOAT              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idlens 
Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
Equipment_idEquipment 

lens_FKIndex1 Index Equipment_idEquipment 
Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features  
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lightsource  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags 
Default 

Value 
Comment AutoInc 

idlightsource INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

Equipment_idEquipment INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

make VARCHAR(255)             

model VARCHAR(255)             

power_source VARCHAR(255)             

dimensionls_width FLOAT             

dimensionls_height FLOAT             

dimensionls_depth FLOAT             

weight FLOAT              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idlightsource 
Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
Equipment_idEquipment 

lightsource_FKIndex1 Index Equipment_idEquipment 
Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features  

 

medium_features  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idmedium_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED        

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idmedium_features 
photo_idphoto 

medium_features_FKIndex1 Index photo_idphoto  

 

natural_object  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idnatural_object INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

object_SMD_smd_id INTEGER PK NN         

object_idobject INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

object_SMD_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

object_userPB_username VARCHAR(255) PK NN         

colour_features VARCHAR(255)             

terrain_type VARCHAR(255)             

species VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idnatural_object 
object_SMD_smd_id 
object_idobject 
object_SMD_photo_idphoto 
object_userPB_username 

natural_object_FKIndex1 Index object_idobject 
object_SMD_smd_id 
object_SMD_photo_idphoto 
object_userPB_username  

 

object  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idobject INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

SMD_smd_id INTEGER PK NN         

SMD_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

userPB_username VARCHAR(255) PK NN         

object VARCHAR(255)              
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IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idobject 
SMD_smd_id 
SMD_photo_idphoto 
userPB_username 

object_FKIndex1 Index SMD_smd_id 
SMD_photo_idphoto 

object_FKIndex2 Index userPB_username  

 

occasion  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idoccasion INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

SMD_smd_id INTEGER PK NN         

SMD_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

userPB_username VARCHAR(255) PK NN         

name VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idoccasion 
SMD_smd_id 
SMD_photo_idphoto 
userPB_username 

occasion_FKIndex1 Index SMD_smd_id 
SMD_photo_idphoto 

occasion_FKIndex2 Index userPB_username  

 

orientation  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idorientation INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED        

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idorientation 
photo_features_photo_idphoto 
photo_features_idphoto_features 

orientation_FKIndex1 Index photo_features_idphoto_features 
photo_features_photo_idphoto  

 

Person  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idPerson INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

object_SMD_smd_id INTEGER PK NN         

object_idobject INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

object_SMD_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

object_userPB_username VARCHAR(255) PK NN         

name VARCHAR(255)             

surname VARCHAR(255)             

gender VARCHAR(255)             

age INTEGER     UNSIGNED       

nationality VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idPerson 
object_SMD_smd_id 
object_idobject 
object_SMD_photo_idphoto 
object_userPB_username 

Person_FKIndex1 Index object_idobject 
object_SMD_smd_id 
object_SMD_photo_idphoto 
object_userPB_username  

 

photo  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 
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idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

filename VARCHAR(255)             

filelocation VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idphoto  

 

photo_features  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

copyright_holder VARCHAR(255)   NN          

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idphoto_features 
photo_idphoto 

photo_features_FKIndex1 Index photo_idphoto  

 

photographer  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idphotographer INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

Person_object_SMD_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

Person_object_idobject INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

Person_object_SMD_smd_id INTEGER PK NN         

Person_idPerson INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

Person_object_userPB_username VARCHAR(255) PK NN         

company VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idphotographer 
photo_features_photo_idphoto 
photo_features_idphoto_features 
Person_object_SMD_photo_idphoto 
Person_object_idobject 
Person_object_SMD_smd_id 
Person_idPerson 
Person_object_userPB_username 

photographer_FKIndex1 Index photo_features_idphoto_features 
photo_features_photo_idphoto 

photographer_FKIndex2 Index Person_idPerson 
Person_object_SMD_smd_id 
Person_object_idobject 
Person_object_SMD_photo_idphoto 
Person_object_userPB_username  

 

relative_location  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags 
Default 

Value 
Comment AutoInc 

idrelative_location INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

orientation_photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

orientation_idorientation INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

orientation_photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

longitude_reference VARCHAR(255)             

longitude VARCHAR(255)             

latitude_reference VARCHAR(255)             

latitude VARCHAR(255)             

altitude VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idrelative_location 
orientation_photo_features_idphoto_features 
orientation_idorientation 
orientation_photo_features_photo_idphoto 

relative_location_FKIndex1 Index orientation_idorientation 
orientation_photo_features_idphoto_features 
orientation_photo_features_photo_idphoto  
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relative_time  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags 
Default 

Value 
Comment AutoInc 

idrelative_time INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

orientation_photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

orientation_idorientation INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

orientation_photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

date_time VARCHAR(255)             

day_section VARCHAR(255)             

season VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idrelative_time 
orientation_photo_features_idphoto_features 
orientation_idorientation 
orientation_photo_features_photo_idphoto 

relative_time_FKIndex1 Index orientation_idorientation 
orientation_photo_features_idphoto_features 
orientation_photo_features_photo_idphoto  

 

resolution  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idresolution INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

medium_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

medium_features_idmedium_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

xresolution VARCHAR(255)             

yresolution VARCHAR(255)             

resolution_unit VARCHAR(255)             

direction VARCHAR(255)             

image_width VARCHAR(255)             

image_height VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idresolution 
medium_features_photo_idphoto 
medium_features_idmedium_features 

resolution_FKIndex1 Index medium_features_idmedium_features 
medium_features_photo_idphoto  

 

settings  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

idsettings INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER   NN UNSIGNED       

aperture VARCHAR(255)             

exposure_time VARCHAR(255)             

flash VARCHAR(255)             

focal_length VARCHAR(255)             

shutter_speed VARCHAR(255)             

subject_distance VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idsettings 
photo_features_photo_idphoto 

settings_FKIndex1 Index photo_features_idphoto_features 
photo_features_photo_idphoto  

 

SLR  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags 
Default 
Value 

Comment AutoInc 

idSLR INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

camera_Equipment_idEquipment INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       
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camera_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

camera_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

camera_idcamera INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

focus_type BOOL             

focus_lock BOOL             

lens_mount VARCHAR(255)             

max_shutter_speed FLOAT             

min_shutter_speed FLOAT              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idSLR 
camera_Equipment_idEquipment 
camera_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
camera_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
camera_idcamera 

SLR_FKIndex1 Index camera_idcamera 
camera_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
camera_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
camera_Equipment_idEquipment  

 

SMD  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

smd_id INTEGER PK NN         

photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED        

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY smd_id 
photo_idphoto 

SMD_FKIndex1 Index photo_idphoto  

 

telelens  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags 
Default 

Value 
Comment AutoInc 

idtelelens INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 

lens_Equipment_idEquipment INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

lens_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

lens_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

lens_idlens INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

stand VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idtelelens 
lens_Equipment_idEquipment 
lens_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
lens_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
lens_idlens 

telelens_FKIndex1 Index lens_idlens 
lens_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
lens_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
lens_Equipment_idEquipment  

 

userPB  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags Default Value Comment AutoInc 

username VARCHAR(255) PK NN         

pass VARCHAR(255)             

name VARCHAR(255)             

surname VARCHAR(255)              

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY username  

 

zoomlens  

ColumnName DataType PrimaryKey   NotNull   Flags 
Default 
Value 

Comment AutoInc 

idzoomlens INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED     AI 
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lens_Equipment_idEquipment INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

lens_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

lens_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED       

lens_idlens INTEGER PK NN UNSIGNED        

IndexName IndexType Columns 

PRIMARY PRIMARY idzoomlens 
lens_Equipment_idEquipment 
lens_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
lens_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
lens_idlens 

zoomlens_FKIndex1 Index lens_idlens 
lens_Equipment_photo_features_idphoto_features 
lens_Equipment_photo_features_photo_idphoto 
lens_Equipment_idEquipment  
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